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ABSTRACT: Graphene oxide (GO) is receiving tremendous
attention in membrane separation; however, its desalination
performances remain suboptimal because of excessive swelling
and tortuous transport pathways. Herein, we chemically joint GO
nanosheets and phenolic nanomeshes together to form laminated
membranes comprising through-plane nanopores and stabilized
nanochannels. GO and phenolic/polyether nanosheets are mixed
to form stacked structures and then treated in H2SO4 to remove
polyether to produce nanomeshes and to chemically joint GO with
phenolic nanomeshes. Thus-synthesized laminated membranes
possess enhanced interlayer interactions and narrowed interlayer
spacings down to 6.4 Å. They exhibit water permeance up to 165.6 L/(m2 h bar) and Na2SO4 rejection of 97%, outperforming most
GO-based membranes reported so far. Moreover, the membranes are exceptionally stable in water because the chemically jointed
laminates suppress the swelling of GO. This work reports hybrid laminated structures of GO and phenolic nanomeshes, which are
highly desired in desalination and other applications.
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Graphene oxide (GO), holding the merits of atomic
thickness, versatile surface functionalities, and good

mechanical stability, has received extensive attention as a
building block in the preparation of next-generation mem-
branes.1,2 The abundant oxygenated groups endow GO with
good solution processability, facilitating the construction of
ultrathin and robust laminated GO membranes.3 Simulations
and experiments have demonstrated the ultrafast and selective
water/ion separation performances of laminated GO mem-
branes.4 The interlayer nanochannels confined by stacked GO
afford exceptional transport behaviors.5 The fast water
transport is enabled by the unique nanocapillary network
within the nanochannels originated from pristine sp2 carbon
regions of GO, in which water molecules exhibit large slip
lengths and low frictional flow.6,7 Meanwhile, pristine sp2

carbon regions and oxidized regions of GO provide diverse
interplays between nanochannel walls and ions such as cation-
π and electrostatic interactions, enabling highly selective ion
transport.8,9 Moreover, the confined nanochannels functioning
as selective sieves can physically exclude ions with sizes larger
than the subnanometer interlayer spacings.10 Therefore,
precise regulation in chemistry and microstructures of
laminated GO membranes is always pursued to realize fast
and efficient desalination.11,12

However, several issues hinder further progress and practical
desalination applications of GO membranes. The unfavorable
swelling effect due to excessive intercalation of water molecules
into the nanochannels tends to enlarge the interlayer spacings,

which disintegrates the laminar GO structures and deteriorates
the selective exclusion of ions.13 Enhancing interactions
between stacked GO by reducing/modifying oxygenated
moieties and cross-linking may engineer stabilized nano-
channels with tailored chemistry for selective ion exclu-
sion;14,15 however, the water transport is inevitably compro-
mised, which is known as the trade-off effect between
permeability and selectivity.16 Therefore, there remains a
high demand for effective approaches to realize fast water
transport while retaining ion exclusion through stable GO
nanochannels.
To address the above issues, introducing through-plane

nanoporous nanosheets in GO membranes that simultaneously
enhances interlayer interactions emerges as the effective
strategy. The nanoporous nanosheets with customized
chemistry can uniformly and strongly interact with GO by
exerting large basal planes, which are superior to the single-site
interaction between molecular/ionic modifiers or cross-linkers
and GO planes. Moreover, their similar two-dimensional (2D)
structures guarantee the well-defined laminated microstruc-
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tures of membranes, maintaining the nanochannels confined
by adjacent nanosheets and ensuring precise sieving perform-
ances. More importantly, the through-plane nanoporous

nanosheets can provide numerous vertically aligned pores,
creating extra pathways and shorter distances to enable faster
water transport. To this end, drilling pores on pristine

Figure 1. Schematic illustration for the preparation of GO/phenolic nanomesh hybrid membranes.

Figure 2. Morphologies of GO/phenolic nanomesh hybrid membranes. (a) AFM image and (b) corresponding height profiles of GO nanosheets.
(c) AFM image and (d) corresponding height profiles of phenolic nanomeshes. (e) Photographs of the 1:1 hybrid membranes fabricated at the
loading amount of 80 μg/cm2 after several folds. (f) Relationship between the loading amounts of GO/phenolic/polyether nanosheets and the
thicknesses of the 1:1 hybrid membranes. (g, h) Cross-sectional and (i) surface SEM images of the 1:1 hybrid membrane fabricated at the loading
amount of 160 μg/cm2. (j, k) TEM images of the 1:1 hybrid membrane prepared at the loading amount of 8 μg/cm2.
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nonporous GO by irradiation, chemical etching, and
reduction/combustion methods has been proposed as the
most straightforward approach.17,18 However, precise control
on pore size/position distributions is difficult, and defects are
inevitably formed, leading to sacrificed selectivity.19 Alter-
natively, researchers stacked GO with intrinsic nanoporous
nanosheets such as metal−organic frameworks (MOFs)20,21

and covalent organic frameworks (COFs).22−24 However, this
effort was hindered by insufficient interlayer interactions and
inferior chemical stabilities of these framework nanosheets.
Consequently, the water permeance of thus-prepared mem-
branes was much lower than expected, and only 5% of salt ions
can be excluded. Therefore, developing porous nanosheets that
strongly interacted with GO and laminating them for
membranes with high-efficient ion exclusion while retaining
fast water transport are highly demanded, but remain
challenging.

Inspired by ordered through-plane nanopores, ultrathin
thicknesses, rich functional groups, and excellent chemical and
mechanical robustness of 2D nanoporous phenolics25,26

(known as phenolic nanomeshes), we foresee that they may
become a potential candidate to adjust interlayer interaction,
porous nature, and consequently transport behavior of stacked
GO. Indeed, phenolic nanomeshes have been reported to
interact with GO by strong noncovalent forces including
hydrogen-bonds, amphiphilic interactions, and π−π interac-
tions.27,28 Herein, we explore the possibility of phenolic
nanomeshes in tuning microstructure and interlayer chemistry
of stacked GO, and prepare GO/phenolic nanomesh hybrid
membranes with adjustable nanochannels for precise ion
exclusion and fast water transport. The hybrid membranes are
prepared by vacuum filtrating mixed dispersions of GO and
phenolic/polyether nanosheets (precursor of phenolic nano-
meshes) on macroporous substrates, followed by soaking in

Figure 3. Physicochemical properties of GO/phenolic nanomesh hybrid membranes. Chemical reactions of (a) esterification between GO and
phenolic nanomesh and (b) methylene linkage between neighboring phenolic nanomeshes. (c) FTIR spectra. (d) XRD patterns and (e) d-spacing
values of pure GO membrane and the 1:1 hybrid membrane before and after acid treatment. (f) XRD patterns and d-spacing values of hybrid
membranes with varied proportions.
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H2SO4 (Figure 1a−c). Acid treatment can remove polyethers
to generate through-plane nanopores and chemically joint GO
and phenolic nanomeshes together (Figure 1d−e). Such a
chemically jointed hybrid structure tightens and stabilizes the
GO nanochannels and suppresses the swelling of GO in water.
Benefiting from short through-plane pathways across phenolic
nanomeshes, tightened nanochannels, and chemically jointed
structures, thus-synthesized membranes realize fast and
selective water/ion separations and exhibit superior stability
for desalination.
Results and Discussion. GO was prepared by the

modified Hummer’s method, and phenolic/polyether nano-
sheets were synthesized via a glycerol-triggered 2D assembly
strategy.26,29 GO nanosheets are in the well-defined 2D
morphology with lateral sizes of 0.3−1 μm (Figure 2a). The
thickness of GO is ∼1 nm (Figure 2b). The ID/IG value of GO
is 0.81 (Figure S1). Phenolic/polyether nanosheets were
treated in H2SO4 to remove polyethers, thus forming phenolic
nanomeshes30 with a uniform thickness of ∼3.4 nm, a through-
plane pore size of ∼9.5 nm, and a lateral dimension of 2.5−5
μm (Figure 2c,d and Figure S2). Simply by filtrating mixed
dispersions of GO and phenolic/polyether nanosheets on
macroporous PVDF substrates followed by acid treatment, the
GO/phenolic nanomesh hybrid membranes were obtained.
We first mixed the dispersions of GO and phenolic/polyether
nanosheets at the mass ratio of 1:1 to prepare hybrid
membranes. The hybrid membrane maintains integrated
without detachment after several folds due to the strong
noncovalent interactions between the deposited GO/phenolic
nanomesh layer and the substrate,31 demonstrating the
excellent flexibility and robustness of the membrane (Figure
2e). By changing the loading amounts of GO/phenolic/
polyether nanosheets from 16 to 160 μg/cm2, the hybrid
membranes with darker colors and increased thicknesses from
33 to 740 nm can be easily prepared (Figure 2f and Figure S3).
The cross-sectional SEM image reveals a continuous and
uniform GO/phenolic nanomesh layer tightly attached to the
surface of the PVDF substrate (Figure 2g). The GO/phenolic
nanomesh layer exhibits a well-laminated structure because of
the 2D natures of GO and phenolic nanomeshes (Figure 2h).
Wrinkled structures can be observed on the surface of the
hybrid membrane (Figure 2i) because of the good flexibility of
nanosheets, the interactions between hydrophilic groups of
nanosheets, and the drained water under nanosheets.32 To
investigate the through-plane nanopores of phenolic nano-
meshes in the hybrid membranes, we prepared an ultrathin
hybrid membrane with a thickness of ∼15 nm, and examined
its morphology under TEM. The membrane possesses large
numbers of wrinkles (Figure 2j), which agrees with the SEM
observation. Uniform nanopores of phenolic nanomeshes can
be recognized in the ultrathin hybrid membrane (Figure 2k).
We then prepared hybrid membranes at varied mass ratios of
GO and phenolic/polyether nanosheets. All membranes
exhibit similar wrinkled surface morphologies and laminated
cross-sectional structures (Figures S4 and S5). Their
thicknesses are 250−290 nm when the loading amount is 80
μg/cm2. We also prepared pure phenolic nanomesh mem-
branes with a thickness of ∼250 nm, in which high-density
through-plane nanopores can be clearly observed (Figure S6).
GO and phenolic nanomeshes can interact by strong

noncovalent forces including hydrogen bonds, amphiphilic
interactions, and π−π interactions.27,28 Importantly, H2SO4
treatment can induce chemical reactions between GO and

phenolic nanomeshes (Figure 3a,b). The carboxyl groups of
GO can react with the hydroxyl groups of phenolic
nanomeshes to form ester groups.33,34 Moreover, neighboring
phenolic nanomeshes can join together by forming methylene
bridges between benzene rings.35 Therefore, the ester-bonded
GO-phenolic nanomesh and methylene-bonded phenolic
nanomesh-phenolic nanomesh lead to a covalently jointed
structure of the hybrid membranes, in which GO nanosheets
are in situ stabilized.
To reveal the physicochemical properties of the hybrid

membranes, we first characterized the changes of chemical
compositions of the 1:1 hybrid membrane before and after acid
treatment (Figure 3c). Pure GO membrane shows character-
istic peaks at 3320, 1725, 1615, and 1054 cm−1, corresponding
to the stretching vibrations of OH, carboxylic CO,
aromatic CC, and epoxy COC, respectively.36,37 These
peaks remain unchanged after acid treatment, indicating the
good chemical stability of GO (Figure S7). In the spectrum of
the hybrid membrane before acid treatment, the peak at 1100
cm−1 is ascribed to the stretching vibration of polyether C
OC.38 This peak disappears after acid treatment, implying
that polyethers are removed. Moreover, the hybrid membrane
after acid treatment exhibits a shifted peak at 1706 cm−1

originated from the ester CO, verifying the formation of
ester groups.39 The peak of CC is shifted to 1579 cm−1 due
to the jointing of GO and phenolic nanomeshes via
esterification.40 In addition, the peak of OH centered at
3320 cm−1 is weakened after acid treatment due to the
consumption ofOH in the formation of ester and methylene
groups.41 These results demonstrate that polyethers are
removed and the hybrid membranes are chemically jointed
during acid treatment. Such reactions are also confirmed by the
change in membrane hydrophilicity (Figure S8).
Furthermore, we performed XRD analysis to investigate the

interlayer spacings of the hybrid membranes (Figure 3d,e). In
the dry state, the pure GO membrane exhibits a peak at 10.3°
corresponding to a d-spacing of 8.6 Å. In the case of the 1:1
hybrid membrane before acid treatment, a peak at 12.5°
corresponding to a decreased d-spacing of 7.1 Å is observed.
After acid treatment, the peak is shifted to 13.8°, indicating a
reduced d-spacing of 6.4 Å. Peaks of hybrid membranes are
broader and weaker than that of the GO membrane, implying
the poorer crystallite structure attributed to the partial
replacement of GO with phenolic nanomeshes.42 Notably,
the d-spacing of pure GO membrane is almost unchanged after
acid treatment, and pure phenolic nanomesh membrane
exhibits no peak in the range of 5−25° (Figure S9). Therefore,
the shifted peaks and suppressed d-spacings should be
attributed to the interactions between the two types of
nanosheets. In the hybrid membranes, the insertion of phenolic
nanomeshes with a large lateral size leads to the few-layered
GO laminates (Figure S10). Before acid treatment, the few-
layered GO laminates are physically compressed by the
noncovalent bonded nanosheets, leading to the slightly
reduced interlayer spacing of GO. After acid treatment, the
junction of phenolic nanomeshes by methylene linkages forms
a cross-linked structure to provide tighter compression to the
few-layered GO laminates, and phenolic nanomeshes are ester-
bonded with GO, contributing to further narrowed interlayer
spacing. The jointed structure is expected to achieve enhanced
antiswelling stability in an aqueous milieu.16 Therefore, we
then characterized the d-spacings of these membranes in the
wet state (Figure 3d,e). When membranes are immersed in
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water for 24 h, the d-spacing of pure GO membrane is enlarged
to 13.4 Å because of the excessive intercalation of water
molecules. For the hybrid membrane before acid treatment,
the d-spacing is mildly swelled to 9.1 Å. In particular, the
hybrid membrane after acid treatment exhibits an almost
unchanged d-spacing of 6.5 Å. Moreover, when the immersion
duration is prolonged to 120 h, the d-spacing of the pure GO
membrane is enlarged by 79.4% whereas that of the hybrid
membrane is only 17.2% (Figure S11). These results testify
that the hybrid membranes are structurally stable in water
mainly due to the chemical joint effect. Moreover, with the
increasing proportion of phenolic nanomeshes, the d-spacings
are gradually decreased and the peaks become broader and
weaker, suggesting that phenolic nanomeshes with higher
contents lead to a stronger jointing effect on GO (Figure 3f).
Benefiting from the shortened through-plane pathways of

phenolic nanomeshes and the suppressed GO nanochannels,
the hybrid membranes are expected to enable fast and precise
water/ion transport. We first measured water permeances and
rejection properties of the hybrid membranes with varied mass
ratios of GO and phenolic nanomeshes prepared at the loading
amount of 80 μg/cm2 (Figure 4a). The permeance of pure GO

membrane is 9 L/(m2 h bar), which is increased to 24 L/(m2 h
bar) for the 4:1 hybrid membrane. With the GO/phenolic
nanomesh mass ratios increased to 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, and 1:4, the
permeances of the hybrid membranes are increased to 73, 165,
196, and 301 L/(m2 h bar), respectively. Moreover, the
rejection to Na2SO4 is 66% for pure GO membrane and is
increased to 97% for the 1:1 hybrid membrane. When the mass
ratios are further increased, the hybrid membranes exhibit
decreased rejections. In addition, pure phenolic nanomesh
membrane exhibits a permeance of 1128 L/(m2 h bar) and low
rejection of 3%. In pure GO membrane, the GO nanochannels
for water transport are long and tortuous, leading to low water
permeances (Figure S12a). Phenolic nanomeshes possessing
high-density nanopores provide plenty of pathways with
shortened lengths for fast water transport (Figure S12b).
Therefore, with the increasing proportions of phenolic
nanomeshes, the hybrid membranes exhibit abundant
shortened transport pathways and thus increased water
permeances (Figure S12c,d). Meanwhile, the hybrid mem-
brane is negatively charged (Figure S13), and the selective
nanochannels between stacked GO are narrowed with the
increased proportions of phenolic nanomeshes. Both the

Figure 4. Separation performances of GO/phenolic nanomesh hybrid membranes. (a) Permeances and rejections to Na2SO4 of the hybrid
membranes with varied proportions. (b) Permeances and rejections to Na2SO4 of the 1:1 hybrid membranes with varied thicknesses. (c) Rejections
to different solutes of the 1:1 hybrid membrane with a thickness of 260 nm. (d) Schematic illustration of selective transport properties of the hybrid
membranes. (e) Comparison of separation performances of the hybrid membranes with other reported membranes. (f) Photographs of the 1:1
hybrid membrane and pure GO membrane treated with sonication at 300 W for 10 min. (g) Permeances and rejections to Na2SO4 of the 1:1
hybrid membrane and pure GO membrane under long-term operations.
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Donnan theory and the size discrimination lead to the
increased rejections of hybrid membranes. However, excessive
phenolic nanomeshes enable dominating through-plane path-
ways for ions to transport across the membranes, resulting in
decreased rejections. Overall, the 1:1 hybrid membrane gives
both high permeance and high rejection.
We further measured water permeances and rejection

properties of the 1:1 hybrid membranes with varied
thicknesses. The permeance shows a decreased tendency
while the Na2SO4 rejection is increased with the increase in
thicknesses (Figure 4b). For example, the permeance of the
hybrid membrane with a thickness of 33 nm is 421.4 L/(m2 h
bar), which is gradually decreased to 281.1, 165.6, 127.8, and
71.8 L/(m2 h bar) when the thickness is increased to 95, 260,
480, and 740 nm, respectively. The Na2SO4 rejection of the
hybrid membrane with a thickness of 33 nm is 17%. When the
thickness is increased to 260 nm, 97% of Na2SO4 can be
rejected by the hybrid membrane. The hybrid membranes with
higher thicknesses exhibit longer transport pathways, leading to
higher mass transfer resistances and thus decreased perme-
ances (Figure S14). However, the hybrid membranes with
extremely thin thicknesses may lack sufficient GO nano-
channels for selective transport, resulting in free penetration of
ions across the membranes through the nanopores of phenolic
nanomeshes.
Furthermore, we determined the rejections of the 1:1 hybrid

membrane with a thickness of 260 nm to different solutes
including salts and dyes (Figure 4c). The rejections to NaCl,
Na2SO4, and negatively charged dyes (Figure S15) are 45%,
97%, and exceeding 99%, respectively. Because the hydrated
diameters of salt ions and the molecular sizes of dyes (Tables
S1 and S2) are larger than the d-spacing of the hybrid
membrane (6.4 Å), high rejections are expected according to
the size-sieving effect.43 However, NaCl cannot be efficiently
rejected by the hybrid membrane. According to the Donnan
theory, Na+ can be attracted by negatively charged
membranes.44 Consequently, Na+ may dehydrate and per-
meate through the hybrid membrane accompanied by Cl− for
balancing the charges, leading to the transport of NaCl across
the membrane.45 By contrast, multivalent SO4

2− and dye
anions with larger sizes can be strongly repulsed by the hybrid
membrane,46 thus leading to high rejections to Na2SO4 and
dyes. Therefore, the size-sieving effect and Donnan effect
synergistically contribute to the selective rejections of Na2SO4
and dyes while water molecules with a diameter of 2.8 Å can
freely penetrate through the hybrid membranes (Figure 4d). It
is prospected that monovalent ion-exclusion membranes can
be realized by further narrowing interlayer spacings and
enhancing membrane charges.
We compared the separation performances of the hybrid

membranes with other GO-based membranes reported in the
literature in terms of water permeance and Na2SO4 rejection
(Figure 4e and Table S3). The hybrid membrane prepared in
this work exhibits over 10 times higher permeance than other
membranes with similar rejections. Moreover, compared to
membranes with similar permeances, the hybrid membrane
shows 5−20 times higher rejections. This highlights the fast
and selective water/ion transport of the hybrid membrane
benefiting from the nanopores of phenolic nanomeshes and the
suppressed GO nanochannels. Prospectively, higher perform-
ances can be achieved by manipulating the size, density, and
geometry of nanopores in nanomeshes.

Thanks to the chemically jointed structures, the hybrid
membranes are expected to have enhanced stability. To
demonstrate this, the hybrid membrane and pure GO
membrane were treated in water under sonication at 300 W
for 10 min. The hybrid membrane maintains its structural
integrity, while the pure GO membrane is seriously damaged,
indicating the good robustness of the hybrid membrane
(Figure 4f). We then investigated the long-term performances
of the hybrid membrane and pure GO membrane (Figure 4g).
Both membranes exhibit slightly decreased permeances in the
initial stage due to the structural compaction under the
operating pressure. Afterward, pure GO membrane exhibits
increased permeances and decreased rejections due to the
structural disassembly at a high stirring speed (Figure S16),
whereas the hybrid membrane maintains stable, benefiting
from the chemically jointed structure. Moreover, the hybrid
membrane exhibits good mechanical stability at elevated
operating pressures (Figure S17). Therefore, the hybrid
membranes can stably deliver the function of fast and selective
water/ion transport. Such a good stability provides a potential
opportunity for the hybrid membranes to be applied in
practical desalination applications. Moreover, because of the
chemical robustness of phenolics and GO, the hybrid
membranes are promising in applications involving strong
acids and organics.
In conclusion, we report on the preparation of GO/phenolic
nanomesh hybrid membranes with short through-plane
pathways and tightened nanochannels via a chemical
laminating strategy for high-efficient desalination. Presynthe-
sized phenolic/polyether nanosheets are used as the precursor
of phenolic nanomeshes and mixed with GO at varied
proportions to construct GO/phenolic/polyether membranes
by vacuum filtration. After acid treatment, GO/phenolic
nanomesh hybrid membranes are produced, in which GO
and phenolic nanomesh are ester-bonded and adjacent
phenolic nanomeshes are methylene-bonded. Such a chemi-
cally jointed structure leads to tightened interlayer spacings
down to 6.4 Å. The through-plane nanopores of phenolic
nanomeshes provide rich and short pathways for fast water
transport, and the tightened GO nanochannels can selectively
restrain ion transport. The hybrid membranes thereby show a
high water permeance up to 165.6 L/(m2 h bar) and Na2SO4
rejection of 97%, which are superior to other GO-based
membranes. Good performance stability is achieved using thus-
prepared hybrid membranes. This work provides a simple
strategy to introduce through-plane nanopores into GO
membranes for fast desalination and demonstrates the
chemical jointing effect in controlling interlayer spacings.
Moreover, this strategy is expected to be used in the design of
other 2D-material-based nanochannels with enhanced per-
formances.
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